MEDICINES360
AT-A-GLANCE

WHO WE ARE
CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITIES...
Medicines360 is a new kind of pharmaceutical company. We exist to increase access to
healthcare for all women. Imagine a world where a pharmaceutical company cares equally
for those who cannot afford their products as for those who can. A company structured
entirely around empowering women to improve their lives and those of their families.
Combining our rigorous research and dedication with your collective voices and passionate
perspectives, together we can revolutionize women’s healthcare.
OUR APPROACH: SMART SCIENCE, NOVEL ACCESS STRATEGY, GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
At Medicines360, we’re convinced that healthcare for women is outdated, ineffective, and
imbalanced. That’s why we’re committed to doing things differently. We’re merging the
elements of successful not-for-profits and pharmaceutical companies – revolutionary research,
compassionate revenue distribution, and community involvement – and leveraging them to
heal what’s broken in our healthcare system. Together, we’ll connect women through a
shared global experience.
As a women’s healthcare innovation company, we care about both people and profits. While
we create products for people who can afford them, our core mission is to provide the same
great products to the underserved. We want every woman to have a voice in the care she
receives, as well as equal access to the best treatment options.
Because high-quality women’s healthcare cannot be a luxury. It must be a given.
OUR FIRST MAJOR STEP, AND WE NEED YOUR HELP
Our immediate priority is to provide an affordable levonorgestrel-releasing IUD (currently
under development) for every woman who desires that option. This focused effort represents
a major step in helping women take control of their lives. Join us, spread the word, and help
contribute as we revolutionize the face of women’s healthcare, here at home and around the
world. Visit us today at medicines360.org.
Medicines360. Health for each woman. Access for all women.

353 SACRAMENTO ST., SUITE 900, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111

MEDICINES360.ORG

PHONE 415.951.8700

Medicines360 is a women-led and
women-enlightened social enterprise
developing effective, affordable and
sustainable medical solutions for all
women. Established in 2009, we are
a 501c3 U.S. nonprofit organization
working toward sustainability through
commercial sales revenue to realize
our vision.
Learn more at medicines360.org

